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INNER STANKTORIUM 
Vniscellaneous mutterings by the editor — th ra J.

r, nnp of the faults of the FAPA that, previously, no 
the mailings has been available to non-publishers mP1„.VS1S wx&s ï»

tills organization.

aasr.sMM: s: « ,SS SSÆ
T‘i? “1S.”Sî aïî“ S.»«« *k». *? T"SSSSSiU». oMi#* >“«-»>“?“ • —
never will be tolerated in uhis publication. - -T member it will have reflections upon the habits and. origin of^ny fellow member . it  ̂will havr 
be cut-out o^any^etter^in which they1'appear, 'constructive criticism 
of the 7AFA or any individual in it, however, is 
nages are always open to rebuttals anyone may care to ma. e. Other than 
the above mentioned one, we have no restrictions; anything that will go 

ner toMmeo this thing. nmber^e mÎÎ h^e

Fnjmeo ofSit" own and SOUND OF?} will appear from then on, I trust, 
under6its own"ste^i. Thanhs a million, Harry, for your generosity in 
playing papa uo_ goü^o^ï’Nwïll have even margins, incidentally.

x/ould-have been no extra v/erk to speak of, 
ill one magazine before I die without the

■- * ' , Just for the hell of it. ronT.se
■Size 5f this in future issues will vary,__of

Future number
Dummying this issue for them w< 
out I merely wanted to. publisn ... 
lousy things. Just for the hell o.

Size of this in :---------
ber of letters we receive'. Please 
as soon as you are able, because I 
HYSTERIES to write, dummy, s'----- .—

it» ----- , rd. th the num- 
end. in vour comments on this issue 

au.BC x shall also have^ UNFAZ.IOUS FANTASTIC 
tencil and mimeo for the next mailing, m

ronT.se
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addition to this and the SOUTHERN STAR, and I want to get everything in 
to tho editor as soon as I can»

• Remember — a letter herein insures your member ship xor another yes 
• It’s an easy and cheap way of re-qualifying yourso lx , and at the same 

time it enablesyou to exercise the fascinating and mysterious urge pecul 
iar to all real fans, to write a letter commentating on a xanzine. 
in this case, you are enabled to write a letter commentating on a batch 
of fanzines. VThat fun!

SOUND OFF! is truly YOUR magazine.. 
Won’t you please make the most of it*.

Joseph Gilbert.

•• a m o n t h £ d e m o n:*

I haven’t finished the mailing yet, but.decided I’d better 
down my comments as they occur to me; otherwise I’ll have to 
zook un all the items that interested me again. Rignt now, fm 
I still find practically everything Speer writes.Interesting, 
tendency to dislike him because he reac.s on my i -l it-is
I can overcome that well enough when I recognize it xor what it i 
2: hah! caught you in a double-negative, brother ope er - P
lication, I corJt Relieve . included, but enjoyed the thing wit
the small squib about the e^ic^in-fanzines
question gives me to think. I don't remember seeing the Disgusting Pu 
lication", and my fanzines -^most of.them^^ sexejas logical
I îîrstlÆ, but I think it is based more VXbe^aTILb 
’• o erotica Vian on any logical grounds, iuter all, a number ox si j 
having nothing to do'with fantasy have been treated in fanzines for some 
t‘me ripnv of them making no appeal whatever to tne higher intellect. 
Speer should be'the last to complain about this,, as witness any issue a. 
SU"Pr?hi3 discussion touches on a more fundamental issue, I think - the 
general subject of tolerance in fandom. I've been disgusted by some 
material found in fanzines, too - mainly the inanities of the very you-. 
—• but the solution to that is very simple: don't read the magazines.

Sketch of Washington, like all the other juf.usketches, is bewixde: 
Ing at first, but absorbing when you get into it. ..As I understand h. 
San Francisco and Washington are now the pre-henver contenders for the 
'42 spot. I'm torn between two fires: I'll be in New York in 4~, so 
would live to have the next year's convention in tne hast, wnere I can 
attend it; but, the preceding conventions having been held in NY, Chico 

nd Denver, seems to me the next shoulo. logically be held in some fa^ 
iest city. VJhat's happened to the LA3FS? .((The LAbFS vas dere, Sna.-.n- 
"t seems that the next Convention will be in Los Angeles. If tne 
rhlndig follows the current trend, it'll be held in the midole of tn<’ 
rfcific ocean, Ue suggest Washington as an alternative to fans who ge

"if ADE^Ai©* COLLECTOR was of interest, as usual. I’m particularly 
f'-id of the lovely varityped mimeoing. The petard struck me as a lit’ ■. 
trained t^is time. If e^r ECK, in spite of denials, is reaching our. 

for some of his items. This sort of thing can descenci to 
Vindictiveness if you’re not careful. Another Lian s A/iewpom^ 

IoLm partiiculahy provocative and astonishingly level-headed, tost <v

write
back and on SusPre 

there *s a 
he reacts, on my inferiority complex, but
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ment of this kind by non-fans is merely silly. ;ftth most o_ this, how
ever, I agree completely. It must be remembered, of course, that fandom 
being only a matter of some ten years or so old, is still adolescent. 
l'Jhen it reaches maturity, if it is allowed to mature, it may tak a i.
altogether unexpected. ije

One more note, at the risk of calling down HCik s indigestion up 
my unprotected head: I’m one FAP A member who’s still much in the dark 
regarding the Nÿcon affair, and who knew little or notning about it unti 
Robbins’and contemporary exposes were published; and I think I can name 
■>,.ore« This may be old stuff to HCK, but he should remember that lots of 
,i.ew fans are only now catching up with fan events of that vintage.

PHANTOGRAPH: That cover is a wow, the first really good silk-screen 
job I’ve seen on a fanzine other than my own on Snide (plug). Thank 
Ghu I got mine out first! Back cover, illustrations by Lo\aides, otory 
of the Story" and a coupla fillers amusing; "Rhapsody Legion is good; 
rest of issue lousy.

Had seen SFTERRISR previously. I’ve read versions.of tne latest 
Queens affair from both sides, and done my oest to consider them impar
tially; as usual, I’m in sympathy with the Futurians.

BOLIDE interesting, what there was of it.
HORIZONS unreadable as always. This issue is a total loss, far as 

I’m concerned, except for the squib on the last page about NFu . ((Some
times I wonder if I’m the only one who manages to struggle thru Larry’s 
horrible hectoing. HORIZONS is one of my favorites, and I never miss 
reading an issue. The truly remarkable critical 2.acuity displayed by 
Lir. Harner, especially in his reviews, has a real lascination for me, 
Incidentally, the hectoing may take a turn for the better soon, as Harry 
intends to experiment with hecto carbons in future issues., JG)).

CENSORED-was of especial interest to me. I was or the inside 01 , 
its publication, since Fred Hurter is one of my oldest cc best ian-xriend 
Even allowing for prejudice, I thought this issue unusually good; every 
item, being impregnated with the peculiar Canadian humor,,was screamingl 
funny. Particularly enjoyed the naive item in the editorial,about the 
"goo that could be smeared over the stencil to fill up the mistakes * Re 
the article on time travel; the concept of two or more copies of the sa 
thing co-existing is perhaps a hard one to get used to, but it’s penect 
logical. You don’t create matter out of nothing; you simply move part o? 
it°from one place in time to another, just as you mighi cut an apple in 
two and separate the halves.

VAGABONDIA: #1 is very interesting, especially, "The Book ana the 
account of the gustatory eccentricities of the Futurians. //2 is very 
■°unny, but I’m not sure I approve of this kind of campaigning, even in 
fun.

INTER NOS (?): A typical FAPA "thing", which I’d like to see less 
of.

SARDONYX: Chauvenet annoys me when he assumes that nobody else is 
interested in his reasons for doing things. zoud’s article admirably 
combines practically the gamut of fan writing — poetry, humor, serious 
discussion. ..I wonder if Harry H is ever sorry he rejects things like 
this because they are "too controversial".

Only kick on the rest of the ish is tnat LRC’s exclamation pointe 
lose force through over-use. I.iengarini ’s poem acceptaole, except that 
"soughs" and" "loves" in the nextolastanza sticks in my craw. The quotes 
are mildly enjoyable, as usual, and 01 course tne colors are lovely.

CUBSuOS. The less said, the better. ((Amen! JG)). _
FANTASY-VIEWS: very funny. Ditto FANTASY FACTION jIELD. 
FAPA FAN is bewildering. Rothman says the FAP A needs more money: 

’.7o 1 lhe im s ay s * i t doesn’t.
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vg VOMBITEURî Page 2 — haw haw hav/hawhaw! Gosh, wow, boyoboy. 
Lowndes, I .Love you,

IT! LIZ’S LIAG: Consistently good. "Convention of I960" hilarious. 
The ending is lovcJy. ( (hy sentiments, too. I’ve read the darn thing 
tvrice, and intend to go back and read it again. Excellent, I.IiltyJ JG)) 
In "Stuff", Hilty makes Speer’s arguments against’ labor unions look prêt 
ty silly, but doubtless in the next Sus Pro Speer will make kilty’s argu
ments against his arguments look ditto. It*‘s all very discouraging.

Thanks for the picture of Ulmer, He locks like an adolescent Errol 
hlynn, minus cooky-duster.

PHANTOGRAPH for April is worthless, all but the last page. "Pathe
tic Chukker" and the / couplet I like.

TIME SCANNER: Material good, ditto mimeoing. Can this be Studley’s 
work? ((Not unless Studley has suddenly acquired Lowndes’ typewriter, 
and writing style. JG)).

GTJETO: If this ia a translation of a poem in Esperanto, okay. If 
not, I th-’nk I’d have liked it better as straight prose.

BY <E: Interesting, but pretty thin stuff for publication. This is 
another of the sort of thing I think the PAPA could do without.

SOUND CTHJ I’ve already intimated vzhat I think of this. I’m won
dering, the, if you’ve bitten off more than you can chew. If many more 
fans send you letters as long as this one, you’ll either have to cut ’em 
all to the bone, or put out upwards of 50 or GO pages, pica. Mot that 
I*11 object to that latter! ((Is there a millionaire in the audience? 
for that matter, is there an audience? JG))

POLARIS; To get into this, I had to overcome my natural prejudice 
against fan fiction; but I found the contents astonishingly good. "The 
LL-dnight Visitor", which I read last, 1 liked least. Uhat plot it has 
is obvious about half-way through, and from there on is anti-climax.

"The Hat" is also pretty transparent, but interesting nevertheless. 
In fact, the unemotional way in which it’s told gives a kind of creepy 
thrill — not at the moment of revelation, but after you’re all through 
reading it.

Tucker’s article interesting, but doesn’t give much information. 
"Sara Gabrielsen Goes to Paradise" I liked very much, although I didn’t 
expect to. it has much of the melancholy charm of Hans Christian Ander-

"It Wouldn’t Work" is also excellent, and shows a maturity of style 
which is startling from Tucker. I, for one, would like very much to see- 
’.'CLARIS continued.

If Ackerman’s account of Daugherty’s million-dollar costume is on 
tho level, I’m a little nauseated. ((Seems that the celebrated 500 
dollar prrti<jn of the suit was the plastic glass of the headpiece; ori
ginal1^ intended for an airplane, but since it proved slightly faulty, 
VJxit was made a present of it on request. JG)). "Uahlpurgisnacht" is 
only .fair.

Cn, yes — the cover reminded me of some UNa drawing by Cartier, bv 
I can’t remember which.

__3CI-?IC VARIETY. Yet another mention of Speer as a small person — 
our I saw a pic.of him on LeZ, à he waS’ tall and gangling. If it wasn’ ■*. 
opeer, wno was it? Or is there a conspiracy in fandom to give S the re"' 
tard on of smallness?

EnjoyedTucker’s blitz on Juif us, and what’s more I liked the quotz-. 
fucker quoted. lb’s astonishing the way BoB is growing up of late — ii 
unguarded moments he has let it slip out that he actually reads litera- 
,cure I ----------

I am getting tired of reading references to the Purity restituant, 
and never reading the story. Spit it out, boys, or shut up, one or the
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groat Gril’bort In ths second edition o£ ‘ Liuiablings' • j’riglitiiiHy _orce~ 
ful fellow, this Tucker chap. JG-)). _ , ,

BT’s remark about delicious tilings in life being verooten remlnos 
me of tho classic motto in lIThe Stolen .Dormouse*’ UA11 that is not com 
nulsory is forbidden". .

Tucker’s proposed solution to the problem oi ..•Ar A ano. xanzines in 
general seoms to me obviously the only one. For one tning, ^t-.ere s rea 
no reason why more than 50 copies of a thing can’t be turned out on a 
hekto* We printed 120 of the last Snide with hekto films, ano. coulc. 
easily have done more; 200 maybe. I’ve done 70-odd with a tray-hejzto, 
and. think I could do more, how about some agitation and propagandizing- 
of-friends on this question? , r ,

‘’Point of View” rates a ten easily, uho’s Dorotny oanxord.
hhOS: The cover is just beautiful, thass all. hillie and I lookec. 

lonr and hard, but couldn’t find, any error. It’s getting me down; I 
usually consider.myself pretty observant. ((I laid. do\m on tne iloor 
and. laughed, for ten minutes upon reading that it was * the National 
Broadchasing Company”, hell, five minutes, anyway. JG-) ).

The coat-of-arms is amusing, and reminds me of the one I vaguely 
intended to draw up a long time ago. .

Sneaking of errors, Art mad.e several unnecessary ones insiue — 
those blotted-out slips. Nextime, dope, cut a patchi .

I’ll believe Xornbluth is only 17 when I see his birth certificate, 
Uaybehœs' letter: Very inspiring, and I'm looking forward to hearing, 
EB’s paner at the Denvention. But I’m not sure iust wnat he has in^mind 
as a long-range program for fandom. If ~ie is assuming a purpose ior 
fandomj such as has formed the basis ox unsuccessful clubs in the past 
— well, I reserve judgement, but I fear I won’t agree.

CYCLCP3: About the best I can say for this is that the mimeoing 
is good., and of course the Bok drawings are swell. The xanzine article 
is adolescently incoherent, in spite of a plug for me.

FANTASY AJZATEUR needs little comment — necessary and good. I agree 
with Tucker’s Msweeping changes”.

/aid. that, much to my surprise, seems to be all. I might addthat j. 
have a FAP Azine in mind, but don’t know when I’ll be able to publish it. 
I’m saved for now, far as activity is concerned, by that sonnet in Fred 
Tlur ter ’ s C.BH3ORED. 7
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Captain Future while ho has the floor,

LYiTN BRIDGES:

Shortly before the arrival of the Stdrme^ FA? A mailing, the fifth 
issue of a fanzine called THE DAMN THING appeared. This particular is
sue of TDT was interesting, to me, because of eno article — an attack 
on the PAPA.

Inasmuch as 1 had recently joined FAPA, tut had not as yet seen one 
of the mailings, I was naturally curious as to how much of the article 
was accurate ’jell, chums, the truth may hurt, but the answer is that 
far too much of the article was absolutely correct.

Quote. ”V;ith one or two exceptions, the contents of FAP A. mailings 
are the most rooriy written...hodgô podge, illegible, insignificent, and 
immature pieces of tripe...that we have ever seen. There are more than 
just one or two exceptions; otherwise we have to agree.

Again quote. "In the last mailing a huge percentage...of the ag
gregate material consisted of reviews of the mags appearing in the pre
vious moling. My God, if this goes on it won’t be long before the en
tire PAPA mailing will consist of reviews--upon’the reviews df’the reviews 
of the reviews of the last mailing.” Unquote. Now look thru the con
tents of the last mailing, or, probably, this one. Welllll? Personally, 
we like reviews, but too much is more than enough, and 1’ve resolved that 
no reviews will go into anything I put out for the FAPA. Much better, 
it seems to me, is the idea of a sort of Void for FAPA, such as SOUND OFF!

More quoting: ’’And why does this condition continue? ...because 
fans are too lazy to put out a worthwhile mag for the FAPA, All they 
need is something in the mailing to maintain their membership. ” Unquote 
again. ®a£ particular bit strikes home with almost painful accuaracy. 
No need to name any particular- names or mags, they stand out all too well 
as it is,

((For lack of a better representative, I hereby dangle a washboard 
from my neck to protect me tummy from well-placed bean-shooter pellets, 
turn a pot upside on my head to serve as a helmet, arm myself with a 
rubber band and a box of paper clips, and clank gloriously but In dbfb'nsc 
of this not-too-noble organization.

Seriously, Lynn, the principal reason you won’t find any STARDUST’S 
or SP AC’ IYAYS ’ s in" the FAPA is the fact that every magazine in the mailing 
must be paid for out of the income of the fan publishing it. There is n< 
financial reward whatever, and for some fans who have to issue a subscrir 
tien magazine and/or live on their salaries, a FAPA magazine is a real 
sacrifice; something they must give up other pleasures and amusements fo? 
sometimes, surely, the sacrifice must be other than small luxuries alone, 
too. In such .cases, economy of publication is essential, and. length and 
Zegibility must suffer.

Secondly, these FAPA magazines must be almost entirely written by 
the publisher. You write a column, Lynn — and an excellent one, if I 
may say so — and know what a task it !•" to think of enuf material to 
fill two or three pages. Imagine the task of filling ten or twelve page, 
every three months 1 Quite a job. Reviews furnish a simple, easy way cc 
fini two or three pages, and serve the same function, therefore, as fan 

reviews in subscription fanzines. I agree emphatically that they ar 
verdone in tbn FAPA, but until the members start kicking in with rnater- 

5. al I see no way in which the evil can be avoided.
And finally — the number of mags put out simply to maintain member 

AH; those fly-by-night, onee-a-year ephemera are, you’ll findjapon 
clcsev examination definitely in the minority. READER AND COLLECTOR, 
SIfL'iAINIrG PROGR/HI, POL/RIS, HORIZONS, SARDONYX, HJLTY’S MAG, all appea. 
marte^ly, and I beliwe you’ll find that most of the other pubs in tn?.
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organization appear at least bi-yearly.
However, I think that I speak for the entire FAPA in thanking you 

for your criticism; too much of which is undeniably justified lor It 
is evident that sincere criticism is an essential in any democratic and 
progressive — and not even the Futurians will deny that the two go to
gether organization* '

Anvbody else got a complaint they want to BOUND OjiU on?
that all that is out of the way, for some comments 
in the Summer mailing that were worth while.
VARIETY. Tucker liked, of course, even if most of 
with reviews,

READER AND COLLECTOR. Best item in the mailing. Need

And now
of the items

on some

the mag
was taken up 

T we say
more?

HILTY’S HAG. This, as you doubtless know, is the item which is in
variably mentioned first when FAPA mags are discussed, and has the repu
tation of being tops. And I wasn’t dissapointed. The CONVENTION 0? I9
60 story was very enjoyable.

HORIZONS. Legibility none too good, in fact I couldn’t read some 
parts of it, but nevertheless I liked it.

SUSTAINING PROGRAM. Being still somewhat new to fandom, I have the 
quaint idea that fans should have something to do with science fiction. 
Speer obviously has no such delusions. But SusFro was well done, sorta 
amusing, and definitely one of the better things in the mailing.

CENSORED. Could be bettor. But then, could also be much worse. 
At any rate, I’m looking forward to the next issue. ,

YHOS. Nicely done, and good for a few minutes entertainment. For 
lighter stuff, I much prefer this type of stufi to the Futur!an foolish
ness.

CYCLOPS. Didn’t care so much for the material. Nice appearance, 
tho.

SARDONYX. LRC really puts a lot of work into his mag, and gets 
results! Liked Youd’s article, probably because I disagree with it, 
being a violent isolationist. At any rate, more SARDONYX!

Looking over the first part of this stufi, I seem to have offered 
a lot of criticism of the FAPA, none of it constructive. Such was not 
my intention. If I didn’t like the FAPA in general, I’d simply forget 
about it, and charge my membership dues to experience.

But I do like the FAPA, and can see nothing wrong with it that can’4 
be fixed up. The most important item for FAPA improvement in more sense 
of responsibility on the part of the members. After all, in so close an 
organization, improvement must come from within. At present, a nandful 
of fans seem to be carrying the whole load. If everyone would make an 
effort to do at least his share, there’d be nothing whatsoever wrong 
with the FAPA. s

WelT nut. Lvnh, and thank you.
Before locking up this Forum and going home to swing from the chan

delier, I’d like to express an opinion of my own concerning something in

MM. M.cood .nd .t.n.ll.J - Ælçh credit

tl>« S today U
~ «-t^acacd, and
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in bot-ean intervals of dunking doughnuts, Doctor E. 2. Smitn writer 
sellais ?orlXurding. A fam today is knovm as a slightly screuy chap 
-ho writes letters 'sSd articles for fanzines, maybe ocits_^s oim m«, 
takes pert in fen activities, tries, Generally v/ithout success, tonite 
his correspondents at least twice a year, and pernaps jy.^ b pei„ap 
reads Astounding and Unlmnvm when he hasn’t anyuning more imp or tan i 
the fan line to do at tne moment*

What, then, of Johnny Jones, who’s been infanta only tuO mono -, 
and is lied with it, bubbling over with anniety w ra^e on activ
nart'in it. But he’s spending all his small allowance joining the LAcon 
club to 'nolp sponsor the ’42 Convention, anc can onl^ 
and onuf postage and papo?? to write articles anc leyto

° - Campbell is also Don A.

?n active

afford one fanzine 
rs to it. He hr.sn’ 

the vaguest idea that John ’7. Campbell is also wn, n. Stuart. He probabl; 
doesn't even.know that Campbell was ever ^ut an

4y, r, qviem town he probably knows ox Future Fiction onl oy næ.-e, and doesn’t evon S îîanet exists. Imow the editor of Conet? Nonsense. 

-Teve*p.®^^^"a^greathan, this Johnny Jones. He would be aworth- 
while Lï^to tt.e NTFF, the v^type we’re looking for. Ke couldn’t 

PaSS S^^îe^Kank^orseîïuiih^no desire ^ever to hecome an active 
a*; -ss B2<s ®.3
times er he isn’t running around chasing pretty girls, r^e even kno..s STU SA’S M W?* MM »3 “5'
worthless, a blight on any decent organization. He could pass ..loner s 

e3C "orlSt'test^rtiis: ^ego-boosting device J
fans to howl, "YahhlûihhJ I know the answers. you doil’tl !yaahnn-xJ

It can in no way gauge a fan’s potentialité-. _t io -tr„ y 
’mowledge test. If yoS’ve been in fandom long enuf, you can pass it, lx 
vou haven’t vou can’t. There can be no two ways about it. you haven t, you c fc f m0nibership should be his activity
record- Ster tbit there must be a test slanted for the fandom for which 
the NFFS-^ts^lf is slanted for. Must be. For otherwise, a cuestionnaire 
j„ ponnietelv useless. Tie questions must be designee, to discover a xan .

. o 1T,e lngr(? as '1O11 to think up, quite dix., erent from t-_o P^o
questions V know. ' I sent twenty injbo Mlty Rothman. They were nou-at- 
aNNodluest^ns, but they, were a start, and they were built on a patte; 
which I sincerely believe must be followed ix the entrance c...__is are o 
accon^lish anything jitall^ than obvious that what a person ’mows about 
the history of Wonder, can not and will not make that person a valuable 
^^noidental^your comment.- on this or any other phase of the IÏ3FF 
is welcome here/ Ditto Suggestions and ideas. I believe ’..’e cM^mal- ■ 
a valuable field for discussion of the NFFF, with a little tni.dcing. Or 
is that last idea too novel for youî to sound’.7ell, that’s about all for now,-good fiends. Don»t xorget to SOU 1U, 
OFF! when you finish this mailing, will you? G®?01 fî/X
th. ne-t 1/il’n- along with UFM, and Harry Jenlcins’ JINX, Æicn was fur- 
‘K-us®«»»«» 1-®y 
^ANART. And I hbpe very much you enjoyec. t_i.s eo.i

Or do you prefer even margins? On, well — *
Cheerio, V'4’
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